LIVE!
COAST TO COAST!

NYC’s #1
VIRTUAL
PIZZA-MAKING
EXPERIENCE
WE’RE WORLDWIDE!

SYNCHRONIZED STRETCHING!

“Synchronized Stretching” is the magical moment when
all pizza-making participants on screen see each other
simultaneously stretching pizza dough like pros!

AN ENGAGING, PIZZA-MAKING EXTRAVAGANZA
YOUR REMOTE TEAM IS GOING TO LOVE
CHOOSE BETWEEN OUR EVENT OPTIONS

★ MAKE YOUR DOUGH IN ADVANCE ★
Up to 50 screens* ★ 1.5 to 2 hours ★

$2500

*additional 50 screens + $500 • check out our add-on PIZZA-MAKING KITS on the next page!

★ MAKE YOUR DOUGH WITH US ★
Up to 30 screens* ★ 2.5 to 3 hours ★

$3000

*additional 20 screens + $500 • check out our add-on PIZZA-MAKING KITS on the next page!
BOOKING@PIZZASCHOOL.COM • 212•228•5483
VIRTUAL PIZZA-MAKING EXPERIENCE
EQUIPMENT LIST
MIXING BOWL and STIRRER

BAKING SHEET or PAN/SCREEN

VIRTUAL PIZZA-MAKING EXPERIENCE

MAKE YOUR DOUGH*

EXTRA CREDIT SCALE + THERMOMETER*

*or you can check temp with your finger

for mixing dough — 5 quarts is a good size

4 x CONTAINERS*

VIRTUAL PIZZA-MAKING EXPERIENCE

EXTRA CREDIT

MEASURING CUPS and SPOONS

click here for our STEP BY STEP DOUGH MAKING VIDEO TUTORIAL
or go to vimeo.com/showcase/pizzaschooldough

EXTRA CREDIT CUTTING/SERVING

QUICK RISE

COLD RISE

RISING at ROOM TEMP

about 45 minutes (re-ball up any
dough you don’t use and
refrigerate or freeze)

about 2 hours (thawed and/or
QUICKRISE dough from the fridge)

(around 75ºF / 24ºC)

HOW LONG

DOES IT KEEP in the FRIDGE?

pizza serving pan • cutting wheel • grater

or

DOES IT KEEP in the FREEZER?

+

or a cutting board, a knife and/or kitchen scissors

USING LIQUID/DRY MEASURES

USING A SCALE/THERMOMETER

all-purpose flour preferably unbleached

3½ cups using DUNK & LEVEL method
(video here) + extra flour for dusting/stretching

+ extra flour for dusting/stretching

12oz or 355ml

warm 110ºF /45ºC

INGREDIENTS

7g

all-purpose flour (preferably unbleached)

warm not hot water
1 packet active dry yeast

substitute: instant or bread machine yeast

2¼ teaspoons
⅛ teaspoon (or a big pinch)

sugar

substitute: bread flour

1g

water

salt fine granulation

1 tablespoon

18g

1 tablespoon

14g

semolina flour or corn meal
needed only if using a pizza peel

not needed if baking on a
baking sheet, pan or screen

acts as a “release” to launch your pizza
from peel onto stone or steel

SAUCE INGREDIENTS

domestic canned tomatoes (often from CA or NJ)
are great for pizza (and pasta) sauce

if you see a jar labeled “passata” that’s Italian for
“puree” and typically found in 700ml (24oz) jars

canned pureed or crushed tomatoes
sub whole peeled drained then crushed

sugar add if too acidic
salt if not already added
pressed, microplaned or minced

herbs and/or spices (optional)

28oz can

leftover sauce can be kept for 5 days in the frdge

1 teaspoon

1 packet active dry yeast

substitute: instant or bread machine yeast

5g

6g

dried oregano, fresh basil. “Italian” seasoning

chili flakes, black pepper

use within 1 day after thawing
do NOT refreeze thawed dough

sugar add if too acidic

700ml

leftover sauce can be frozen for 4 months

1 teaspoon

salt if not already added
3 cloves garlic

28oz can

leftover sauce can be kept for 5 days in the frdge

pressed, microplaned or minced

herbs and/or spices (optional)

5g

1 teaspoon

6g

sub for raw garlic: 1 teaspoon garlic powder

approx .12oz or 3.25g

dried oregano, fresh basil, “Italian” seasoning

chili flakes, black pepper

IMPORTANT: PREHEAT YOUR OVEN
AS PER THE INSTRUCTIONS BELOW SO IT IS
READY TO GO WHEN CLASS BEGINS

sub veg oil

PIZZA ARRABIATA aka: ANGRY PIZZA
fresh mozzarella, 60-Second Secret Sauce plus stir in your favorite hot sauce,
your choice veg or meat topping, grated cheese

20oz or 565g

warm 110ºF /45ºC
7g

CLASSIC PIZZERIA

OTHER IDEAS

CHOOSE YOUR CHEESE(S)

MOZZARELLA fresh and/or shredded and/or

choose semi-soft cheeses that will melt nicely ie:

cheddar, provolone, fontina, blue/
gorgonzola, gouda, muenster

GRATED CHEESE dry/sharp/salty/aged

MEATS

pepperoni, sausage (pre cooked), salami,
pancetta, meatballs, anchovies

chicken (pre cooked), pulled pork, deli
meats, canned fish or clams (drain well)

VEGETABLES

think prepared/pre-cooked so not full of water
which will make your pizza soggy

mushrooms, peppers, onions, olives,

jalapenos, chilis, capers, sundried tomatoes,
pickled things, greens like spinach & arugula

use “wet” cheeses like ricotta sparingly

COMBOS TO REPLICATE OR RIFF ON

RED PIES

SCALE/THERMOMETER
+ extra flour for dusting/stretching

Pizza Possibil!ies
PIZZA PROTOCOL all ingredients listed in order of application
+ means add this ingredient towards end of bake
++ means add this ingredient right after pizza comes out of oven

MARGHERITA
fresh mozzarella, 60-Second Secret Sauce, grated cheese,
++ fresh basil, ++ extra virgin olive oil

WHITE PIES

1g

1 tablespoon

18g

1 tablespoon

14g

JUST STOWED DOUGH
“burp” any excess air out of the
containers if you wish...

RISING DOUGH
you could work it at this point
but better to wait...

RISEN & READY TO GO DOUGH
soft, malleable and
begging to be stretched!

For details on how long dough keeps, see the chart STOW YOUR DOUGH on the next page

STEP BY STEP VIDEO IS here

PROPER PROTOCOL FOR A BEAUTIFULLY BAKED PIZZA
(OR PILE OF PIZZAS) IS SWIFTNESS AND GRACE
IN AND OUT OF THE OVEN.
THE LESS TIME YOUR OVEN DOOR IS OPEN,
THE BETTER YOUR PIZZAS BAKE!

Check the label to see if there is salt already added. If there is, you're probably fine

PREHEAT TIMES: 1 hour with a pizza stone or steel — ½ hour if using a baking sheet, pan or screen.

If there isn’t any salt, adding a teaspoon is plenty —
keep in mind that you'll be adding other salty ingredients later

If you’re not sure if your oven is hotter up top or down below, plan to start by baking your pizza on
the middle rack. If using a pizza stone or steel place on the rack to preheat (otherwise leave clear if
you are using a baking sheet, pan or screen (you will not be preheating those).
Set the oven temperature as high as it will go on BAKE (on a standard home oven we're talking
somewhere in the 500°F-550°F / 275°-290°C range).

Is it a bit too acidic? If so, add a teaspoon of sugar and stir — acid fixed!

Depending on how cold your fridge is, your dough might still want to bust out of the container when in the
fridge. If it does, gently poke it down just enough to seal the lid back on. Dough can be stretched right out of the
fridge. However, if you prefer to stretch softer/more malleable dough, then remove the dough from the fridge an
hour or so before you plan to make your pizzas. Place the dough (keep it sealed in its container) in a room temp
or slightly warmer spot to rise.
GOT EXTRA DOUGH? Re-ball up any unused/risen quick rise dough, stow it back in a greased container and
refrigerate or freeze for future use.

00:22
Open the can/bottle/jar of tomatoes — taste it

If you are MAKING DOUGH A DAY OR MORE BEFORE YOUR CLASS do a COLD RISE DOUGH

TOPPING SUGGESTIONS

add greens right after baking

& LEVEL method

12oz or 355ml
2¼ teaspoons

VIRTUAL PIZZA-MAKING EXPERIENCE

THE PIZZA SCHOOL NYC CLASSIC
60-Second Secret Sauce w/dried oregano, shredded mozzarella,
grated cheese, add: whatever meat/veg topping(s) you like keeping in mind
“LESS IS MORE”

COLD RISE DOUGH is when you make your dough ahead of time and allow the dough to rest/slowly rise in the
fridge overnight (or even a couple of days). Letting your dough chill out for a day or more results in fermentation
which adds a pleasant tang to your crust. When dissolving your yeast for cold rise dough, use cold water and
skip the sugar.

16oz bag of mozzarella is good for 3-4 pizzas
plus a few ounces of harder cheeses for sprinkling/
grating on before and/or after baking

ie: “parm” “romano”

using DUNK

SAME DAY aka: QUICK RISE DOUGH as shown in our STEP BY STEP DOUGH MAKING VIDEO TUTORIAL involves
activating your yeast with warm water and sugar to rise it right away (rise time about 45 minutes) for use.

700ml

approx .12oz or 3.25g

salt fine granulation
extra virgin olive oil

LIQUID/DRY MEASURES
3½ cups

(video here) + extra flour for dusting/stretching

⅛ teaspoon

sugar

leftover sauce can be frozen for 4 months

1 teaspoon
sub for raw garlic: 1 teaspoon garlic powder

mozzarella block that you shred

3-5 days
3 months

sub whole peeled (drained) then crushed

20oz or 565g

extra virgin olive oil or any vegetable oil

3 cloves garlic

3-4 hours to thaw & rise (or thaw
overnight in fridge & rise about 2 hours
at room temp)

3-5 days
3 months

canned pureed or crushed tomatoes

RISE YOUR DOUGH

or a pizza stone or steel + pizza peel

DOUGH INGREDIENTS
substitute: bread flour

FROM THE FREEZER

VIRTUAL PIZZA-MAKING EXPERIENCE
OVEN ETIQUETTE

60-SECOND SECRET SAUCE

DOUGH RISING & STORING

HOW LONG

for storing/rising dough
*deli pint/quart containers work great

VIRTUAL PIZZA-MAKING EXPERIENCE

STOW YOUR DOUGH

*or if you go with supermarket/pizzeria pre-made dough follow the RISE YOUR DOUGH
instructions on the next page to be ready for all the hands-on stretching/topping/baking fun!

BOTTOMS UP
carefully remove lid (the dough
might be stuck to it and you don’t
want to tear it up) and ease
dough bottom/oily side up onto
a floured work surface

PINCH and PRY
If the dough is stubborn and
won’t fall right out, pinch the
sides of the container and or/
gently pry the dough from
the sides to wrest it free

EASY DOES IT
Whether you're working with cold
or room temp dough, try and keep
the "breath" of the yeast in the
dough by not beating it up as you
pull it from its rising container

Now grab a garlic press or fine grater, and press/grate in the cloves of garlic
(super-finely mincing with a knife works too)

FYI: After a couple of pizzas, you may determine that your oven has hot and cold spots as evidenced
by the top and bottom of the pizza not cooking evenly. Simply raise or lower oven rack accordingly.

No matter how you get in that garlic,
the idea is to turn it into a paste that will dissolve right into your sauce.
Stir well and no need to cook as the sauce is going to cook on your pizza as it bakes!

BAKE YOUR PIZZA: Ovens vary, and how you dress your pie plays a role in how long it takes to bake.
With experience and increased familiarity with your oven, you'll figure out more precise times. Figure
6 to 10 minutes. To initially ballpark it, set a timer for 5 minutes before needing to check the doneness
of the pie. Take a quick peek at 5 minutes. On windowless ovens, resist the urge to check your pie
every 30 seconds — every time you open your oven door you lose precious heat!

Store unused sauce in a non-reactive container (not the metal can)
and use within the timeframe as per the chart above

LET IT REST: Once out of the oven, give the molten cheese, the bubbling sauce, etc. a moment to set
before you cut into slices. This also helps prevent your hungry guests from burning the roofs of their
mouths!

PIZZA BIANCA
fresh mozzarella, ricotta/garlic/extra virgin olive oil, grated cheese
(this combo works great as a base for savory toppings
or minus the garlic/oil/grated cheese as a base for a dessert pizza)
CIAO ROMA
very thinly sliced red potato (tossed in extra virgin olive oil, sea salt, garlic, rosemary),
grated cheese, ++ fresh rosemary, ++ extra virgin olive oil
#PUTANEGGONIT
cheese of choice, pancetta (veg. option: sub roasted peppers), + eggs,
++ salt, pepper, ketchup and/or hot sauce
DESSERT PIES
PEAR & BLUE
ripe pear, blue cheese du jour, ++ balsamic reduction
STINKY CHEESE & TRUFFLE HONEY
stinky cheese du jour, ++ honey, ++ truffle oil
BANANA NUTELLA
ripe bananas, + crushed dry-roast peanuts, ++ Nutella
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Each event includes exclusive pre-class access to PIZZA SCHOOL NYC digital tutorials
all hyperlinked to our entertaining and informative, step-by-step MAKE YOUR DOUGH VIDEO SHOWCASE
Class prep is totally fun and simple. Even the most challenged cooks have the gear they need in
their home kitchen and can easily find all the ingredients at their local grocery store — or check out our
deluxe add-on kits in both DIY dough or PRE-MADE options (all the delicious details on the following pages!)

MAKE PIZZA LIKE A PRO WITH US!

PIZZA SCHOOL NYC SERVING UP AMAZING EVENTS SINCE 2010
BOOKING@PIZZASCHOOL.COM • 212•228•5483

DELUXE ADD-ON KITS TO WOW YOUR GUESTS
THE HONOR STUDENT KIT $150
PRO PIZZERIA
BAKING SCREEN
CLASSIC PIZZERIA SERVING PAN
OUR EXCLUSIVE I CUT CARBS
KID SAFE/EASY TO CLEAN PIZZA CUTTER
PIZZA SCHOOL HONOR STUDENT APRON
additional APRON (+$35)
YEAST + sugar to proof
PIZZA SCHOOL NYC DOUGH SPATULA
with our recipe on the handle!
PIZZA SCHOOL NYC FRIDGE MAGNET
to show your school spirit
OUR FAVORITE PIZZA FLOUR
ALL NATURAL SEA SALT
ITALIAN EXTRA VIRGIN OLIVE OIL
4 x DOUGH RISING/STORING CONTAINERS
OUR FAVORITE SAUCE TOMATOES
OUR 60-SECOND SECRET SAUCE SPICE MIX
MIKE’S HOT HONEY
PIZZA SCHOOL NYC
CRAZY GOOD CHILI PEPPER OIL +$12
PIZZA SCHOOL NYC
CRAZY GOOD AGED BALSAMIC +$12
PIZZA SCHOOL NYC

MAKE STELLAR PIZZA AT HOME BOOKLET
complete with 3D GLASSES for an
out of this world pizza-making experience!

CUSTOMIZE THIS KIT
ADD YOUR LOGO/MESSAGE

printed in full color on premium paper
included with orders of 24+ kits

SEE NEXT PAGE
FOR OUR PRE-MADE
DOUGH KIT WITH
SAUCE SET-UP AND
ARTISAN MOZZARELLA

PIZZA SCHOOL NYC SERVING UP AMAZING EVENTS SINCE 2010
BOOKING@PIZZASCHOOL.COM • 212•228•5483

SHIPS
FREE!
IN THE CONTINENTAL

UNITED STATES

DELUXE ADD-ON KITS TO WOW YOUR GUESTS
INSTANT NYC PIZZERIA IN
YOUR HOME KITCHEN KIT $75
MAKE 2 AUTHENTIC NYC CHEESE PIZZAS
IN YOUR HOME KITCHEN
TWO READY-TO-GO PIZZA DOUGHS made with
NY WATER AND IMPORTED ITALIAN FLOUR
OUR SELECT SAUCE TOMATOES
with a SPICE PACK SET to whip up a batch of
our famous 60-SECOND SECRET SAUCE
ARTISAN MOZZARELLA from our friends
at CAPUTO

BROTHERS CREAMERY

PIZZA SCHOOL NYC FRIDGE MAGNET
to show your school spirit
PIZZA SCHOOL NYC

MAKE STELLAR PIZZA AT HOME BOOKLET
complete with 3D GLASSES for an
out of this world pizza-making experience!

SHIPS
FREE!
IN THE CONTINENTAL

UNITED STATES

IT’S THE
REAL DEAL!

SEE PREVIOUS PAGE
FOR OUR DIY DOUGH
AND SAUCE KITS
WITH EXCLUSIVE
PIZZA-MAKING TOOLS

PIZZA SCHOOL NYC SERVING UP AMAZING EVENTS SINCE 2010
BOOKING@PIZZASCHOOL.COM • 212•228•5483

